Abstract-In an earlier work, Wyner and Ziv proved theorems on recurrence times for strings in a random sequence, and applied these theorems to data compression and the Lempel-Ziv algorithm. It is shown that one of these theorems holds under an essentially weaker hypothesis. The new proof is considerably simpler than the original.
ing no errors. Clearly, this should be the first permutation applied by our decoding procedure. Next, we see that for a received word r containing a single error, either nl or ns will move the error out of the first 12 positions. If these are the first two permutations applied by our decoding scheme, then the average number of permutations required to decode r in the single error case is 1.5. Now, consider the situation in which two errors appear in r. Since N(2,12,24) 2 6, we conclude that at least six permutations are required to guarantee the correction of r. Suppose such a set of six permutations exists within our decoding set, and that these are applied first. Then, on the average, 3.5 permutations are required to decode a received word containing two errors. Finally, when three errors occur in r, we expect an average of 7.5 permutations. Suppose a codeword is transmitted over a binary symmetric channel with symbol error rate p . Then an estimate for the number of permutations required to decode a received word with three or fewer errors is given by ppermutations -(1 -p)24 + 1.5(2:)p(1 -p ) = + 3.5(y)p2(1 -p)22 + 7 . 5 ( y ) p 3 ( l -p)". Even for p as large as .OS, we see that ppermutations = 2.21. Of course, this analysis depends upon our finding six permutations among our decoding set which will correct all double errors. Now, consider a 24-length vector as consisting of eight blocks of three coordinate positions each. That is, for a received vector r = (r0;.., rZ3), we have block i = (r3r, r 3 r + l , r 3 r + 2 ) .
Here, i = 0;..,7. In Table 11 , we present the coverings for Wolfmann's permutation decoding set in terms of the blocks of the received word r. Consider the case in which r contains two errors. Clearly, a permutation from our decoding set will suffice to correct r if the block(s) in which the two errors occur are covered by that permutation. However, we want six permutations which cover all pairs of blocks, to ensure that all double errors can be corrected. It can be easily verified that the set consisting of permutations (TI, r 2 , r 4 , r 8 , n9 , rill} will cover all pairs of blocks, and thus can decode any received vector containing two errors. So, our prior analysis can be implemented by sequencing the permutations of our decoding set as 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Let (Xir= _ m be a stationary ergodic sequence of random variables Xi taking values in a finite set A . Let P be the distribution of the random vector X = ( ... , X -l , X n , XI, ... >.
We will denote a particular realization of the process {Xi}:= _ m by a vector x E n: = _ m A ; also, for i < j , xi will denote the partial sequence (xi, x,+ . . , xi>. For every integer 1 > 0 an! every sequence x E FI : = _ m A , we define the recurrence time N, as follows:
gL(x) is the least integer N 2 1 for which x !~+~ = x $ -~+~.
If we think of the 1-vector x!,+ as a "template," we must shift in fi,(x> places to the right before we find a match in xy. Of course, gl(X> is a random variable. (1/1) log ??'(X) + H in probability P, Theorem A can be used to analyze the performance of the ordinary, infinite-memory version of the Lempel -Ziv data compression algorithm (cf. [4]). In this correspondence, we consider a related result from [4] that can be used to analyze the performance of a finite data-bas: version of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm (cf. [5] ). Specifically, let P = P! ! , X Py be the distribution on {X,}T= _ m under which the collections { , X-l, X,} and {Xl, X,, ... } are independent, but are distributed individually according to P.
Theorem B:
If the process { X z } has entropy rate H , then
(1/1) log 4 ( X ) -+ H in probability @, as n -+ 00, (1) provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
1) @ e P, i.e., the measure @ is absolutely continuous with
2) there exists a k 2 0 such that X!,, X,", G+ is a Markov
In the next section, we show that Theorem B holds if P' satisfies a certain "mixing condition." This condition is essentially weaker than condition 2), and our proof of sufficiency is considerably simpler than the proof given in [4] . In the final section we present a negative result that shows one cannot always "dither" a process in order to make it satisfy condition 1).
A NEW PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY
Given any stationary process {X,r= -m, with probability measure P, we define the mixing coefficients a ( k ) , k = 1,2;-., as follows:
where a(X!,) denotes the least a-field with respect to which the collection { ... , Xp1, Xo} is measurable, and a(xFp) is defined similarly. Thus, a ( k ) is a measure of the amount of dependence between the past and the future of the process {X,)m_m. If a ( k ) -+ 0 as k -+ the process is said to be a-mixing. In particular, any a-mixing process is strongly mixing, and hence, ergodic (cf. [2] ). neorem 1: Let {X,}:=-, be a stationary process having entropy rate H > 0, and ;_suppose that for some S 0, a(k) I l/k'+'. Then, (l/l) log N,(X) -+ H in probability P, as 1 -+ m.
Pro05 Fix E > 0. We begin by showing that P{(I/I) log I?/(x) < H -E } -+ 0, as I -+ to, (2) using an argument from [4] . First note that for every a E A', and every positive integer n,
(3)
Now, let 7 = ~/ 2 . It is easy to see that (4) where T(1,v) LA { a EA,: l(-l/l)logP(a) -HI < 7} is the set of 7-typical sequences of length 1. Letting n = [2'(H-') ], and combining (3) and (4) gives
which tends to zero as 1 + 00, by the AEP. Thus, (2) 
B(B,)
By virtue of (2), it is enough to show that Basically, (2) tells us that we will not find a match too soon, while (5) indicates that at least one match will occur in the desired interval.
To establish (51, we begin by noting that the events B,(a), a E A', are disjoint, so that 
I W , ) -@(B,)I = c P(B,(a)) -c @(B,(a))l I c IP(B,(a)) -@ ( B d = c I P ( B l ( 4 ) -@ ( B / ( d Q E A ' a E T(', E )

+ c I P ( B ' ( 4 ) -P ( B ' ( 4 ) l . (6) a $ T ( I , E )
Theorem A guarantees that P(B,) -+ 1 as 1 -+ CO, so (5) will follow if we can show that each term in (6) tends to zeru as 1 + 00.
Considcr the second term in (6). We have c h B l @ ) ) -@ ( B ' ( d QE T ( [ , E )
I c [ P ( B , ( a ) ) + @(B,(a>>l
Q P T ( / , E )
I
P ( a )
= 2P(T(1, E ) ' ) ,
a $ T ( / , t) which tends to zero as 1 -+ Now consider the first term in (6). Note that each event B,(a)
is of the form E n E; with E E u(X0,) and E; E
~~(;Y;,Z'(H-.),-~+~) G CT(;Y;~ZI(H-Z.),)
, for large 1. By definition of by the AEP.
the coefficients a ( k ) ,
IP(B,(a)) -@(Bl(a))l I a(2[(H-ZE)), c IP(B,(a)) -P(B,(a))l I I T ( 1 , E ) l a ( 2 1 ( H -Z € ) )
for all 1 greater than some integer I,. It follows that, for 12 I,, n E TU, E)
< 2l(H+c). 2 -l ( l + S X H -Z s ) --2 l ( -S H + c ( Z S + 3 ) )
-.
Now -SH + ~( 2 6 + 3) is negative for E less than some number > 0, not depending on 1, so for E < the second term in (6) tends to zero as 1 + w.
0
Remark: One can establish the conclusion of Theorem 1 easily, using a slightly stronger mixing condition known as absolute regularity. For k 2 1 define
AEuT(X!?,, XT)
If P ( k ) + 0 as k 4 00 the process { X , ) is said to be absolutely regular. In conjunctio? with equation (2), an ea: y argument shows that ( l / l ) l o g N&X) + H in probability P if { X I ) is absolutely regular.
We next examine the relationship of our condition and condition 2) of Theorem B. Suppose that {Xn] satisfies condition 21, i.e., X!,, X f , Xr+ is a Markov chain under P. For -00 < n < Step (a) follows from the Markov condition 2). Now it is a property of Markov chains (see, e.g., [3, Section XVI.l 
DITHERING AND A COUNTER-EXAMPLE
Condition 1 ) of Theore? B is somewhat restrictive: for many processes with memory, P is not absolutely continuous with respect to P. In many cases, however, one can modify the process {X,);' -_ slightly in order to obtain a new process {Z,)?= --m for which condition 1 ) holds. The procedure by which one modifies the original process is known as "dithering;" it is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1: Let P define a binary Markov process {X,);=---m for which a sequence of two !consecutive ones is not allowed. satisfies 6 Q Q. Moreover, X k and Zk agree with probability (1 -E ) , so we have not changed the original process very much.
In a similar fashion, one can dither any sequence of random variables taking values in a finite set A . Will dithering always yield a process {Z,) with a distribution Q satisfying Q 4 Q? The answer, unfortunately, is no. As the previous example indicates, dithering will eliminate problems caused by constraints arising from short-range memory in the process. This is a consequence of the fact that in the dithered process every finite-length sequence has positive probability. However, for long-range dependencies, those that persist along an entire sample sequence, dithering may not be effective. This is illustrated in the following (counter) example. Every realization of the process { X , ) is a sequence of pairs 00 or 11 with (random) phase 0: if 0 = 0, pairs begin at even-numbered time instants; if 0 = 1, they begin at odd-numbered time instants. It can be shown that the process { X , ) is stationary and ergodic (cf. 111). we see that with probability 1,
From the definition of the process {X,}, it follows that
so T is within 6 of 1 / 2 or 1/4, depending on the phase of the process { X J . Now define the counterpart of T for negative time, namely
and let R = (T + T')/2. The analysis above of the random variable T applies also to T': under the distribution Q both T and T' are either within 6 of 1/4, or within 6 of 1/2, because {X,} maintains the same phase for positive and negative time.
Since 6 < 1/16, we have -1 k = -n n -m Q { R E ( 3 / 8 -6 , 3 / 8 + 6 ) } = 0.
( 9 )
Under 8, T and T' are independent, so there is some positive probability that 
It follows from (9) and (10) that 6 is not absolutely continuous with respect to Q. 
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